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In 23 Minutes in Hell, Bill Wiese describes a horrifying and life-changing encounter with death and

the powers of darkness. This audiobook is his personal account of an experience fraught with true

fear and evil - his struggle with the devil's disciples faced during his 23 Minutes in Hell.
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I half hoped the order for this book didn't process....but it did! And, I had to open the pages and read

what Bill Wiese had to say on the subject of Hell. I love books about Heaven and have read plenty

of them. They always make me feel close to God and give me hope for eternity. THIS book made

me know how Important it is to live a godly life.In THIS book, the account of eternity in the flames of

punishment are life-changing. I am left with a profound thankfulness for the power of the Christ who

alone can save us from such a plight. We need to accept Him NOW to ready for a heavenly

Heaven!The experiences in this book are backed by scripture after scripture. I live in gratefulness of

NOW. Now is the time to live a godly life...and I can share with others the need to be ready when

Christ returns.

While most would not even like to THINK of this subject...it is a real wake up call to the reality of

GOD.....Heaven and Hell!I recommend this book to every person who thinks God in not real and

Christians who in most cases have never heard any teaching on this!

Author spoke about his experience in hell. He was not prideful at all but showed a genuine concern



for humanity. Jesus does not want anyone to go to hell. He is pouring out his spirit out in the last of

days as it is stated in Joel.

This book sparked a great interest and discussion throughout my Sunday School. It is a fast and

easy read that kindles the need for more information. In comparison with other people's experiences

in Heaven and Hell, his experience is unique to him and have all the components to be comparable

to like experiences. His ability and willingness to tell his story is a gift. But like I said, it raises many

questions to which the reader will have to search out the answers elsewhere.

This book by Bill wiese is frightening and I believe totally truthful, every horrable experience is

backed up by Biblical truth, so the reader can go to their Bible and check out what Mr. Wiese says

about Hadies and the torment he saw and felt. I convinced only a fool would ignore Christs sacrifice

on the cross. Because Jesus paid everyone sin debt in full at that time so mankind wouldn't ever go

there. What hadies (Hell) is in horror, Heaven is in beauty... The choice is ours!

Definitely a good testimony about Hell, I definitely recommend this book to saint and sinner, we all

need to remember daily, that tomorrow is NOT promised and we must be in right standing with the

Lord every day, by obeying His commandments, including spending time with Him daily, by studying

His Word! A must read!

"skeptical" is all I can say given the fact everybody has dreams.But the reading of this book should

be for just reading nothing else.The reading of this book could be time spent reading the bible for

the information given in this book is info that can be found in the bible..

This story changed my life for the better. The story is inspiring and makes you want to steer as far

away as possible from the bad. It really opens your mind and make you question all the bad you do.
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